


AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd. 
Unit · 12/30 Kalaroo Road, REDHEAD, NSW, 2290. 
Phone (049) 499072 Fax (049) 499395 

THE AERO 

MISSION 150 

SECONDHAND 

EDEL 
Rated In the top 
ten In Europe 

HARNESS 

CARRY BAG 

INSTRUMENTS 

EMERGENCY 
PARACHUTES 

HELMETS 

SILVA 
COMPASS 

TRAINING 
WHEELS 

CAMERA 
MOUNTS 

GLIDERS 

Our latest IntermedIate 
glider suItable for 
coastal and Inland flyIng 

Dark Blue LeadIng Edge 
LIght Blue Undersurface 

GTR's, FOilS, MIssIons 
and Mars also available 

PARAGLIDERS 

By Condor. 9 or 10 cell 
battened leadIng edge. 
A Proven all rounder. For 
coastal and Inland flyIng 

Comfort seated type 

Backpack Style 

ACCESSORIES 

Sjostrom 
Va rIo / Altimeter 

Condor 28. Deployment 
TIme 2 seconds 

All WhIte 
10 Slz es (cm). CertIfIed 

One of the best f.or 
crosscountry navIgation. 

SuItable for sand 
or grass 

Wing Mount. 
Velcro attachment. 

$2750.00 

$1800.00 
Phone for 
a good DEAL 

$2150.00 

$148.00 

$148.00 

$740.00 

$450.00 

$55.00 

$170.00 

$70.00 

$52.00 

FOR ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING, PARAGLIDING AND TRIKING NEEDS. 
SALES and TUITION 
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Skysailor appears 12 times per year as a selVice 
to members. For non-members living in 
Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 pa. 
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable 
to and sent to HGFA. 

Contributions are needed. Articles. 
photographs and illustrations are all accept
able although the editor reselVes the right to 
edit or delete contributions where necessary. 

Articles of unknown origin will :"JOT be pub
lished and all contributions should be 
accompanied by the contributor's name, ad
dress and HGFA number for verification pur
poses. 

Neither HGFA nor the editor assume respon
sibility for the material or opinions presented 
in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA. 
Copyright in articles and other contributions 
is vested in each of the authors in respect of 
their contribution. 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month for contributions. market 
place etc. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are available from the 
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance. 

Layout, separations and extra work incur addi 
tional cost. 

HGFA ADDRESSES 

All correspondence, including membership 
renewals , short term memberships, rating 
forms and other ad ministrative matters should 
be sent to: 

HANG GLIDING FED. OF ACSTRALIA 
SPORTS HOUSE 
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET 
SYDNEY 2000 
Tel (02) 2512704 

PRESIDE~' 

Phil Mathewson 
Ph (02) 5608773 AH 

AD:v1:I\:ISTRATOR 
Steve Hocking 
(02) 2512704 BH 

SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

All Skysailor contributions should be 
sent to : 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH 

Fax: (066) 281988 

STATE ASSOCIATIONS 
For information about ratings, sites 
and other local matters, contact the 
appropriate state association or club. 

\,iSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA) 
Sec. Ben Leonard (02) 6218819 H 

ACT\lGA 
PO Box 3496 
VIanuka 2603 
Sec. Anthony Gerrard 
(062) 822464 H 

QHGA Inc 
PO Box 1319 
Springwood 4127 
Pres. Dave VIarsh 
(07) 8242508 
or Pager (07) 8348858 

Vic.HGA 
PO Box 400 
Prahran 3181 
Sec. John Hanna 
(03) 5985835 H 

SAHGA 
I Sturt St 
Adelaide 5000 
Sec. Rob Woodward 
(08) 2130600 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82 
South Perth 6151 
Sec. Danny Byrne 
(09) 3873605 

TasHGA 
28 Benwerrin Court 
"Iorwood 7250 
Sec. Steve Richards 
(003) .t47101 H 

Keep the articles coming!! 

We will give $50 per month for the best 
black and white cover photo sent In 

All photos will be sent back jf re
quested. Please supply a stamped, 
self addressed envelope for their 
return. -
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(070) 512438 W 
Warwick Gill 
(070) 537768 H 

South Coast Hang 
Gliding Club (NSW) 
Meetings: Shellhar
bour pub 1st Wed. of 
month. Contact Han} 
Docking (042) 
967796 H or (042) 
564388 W 

Stanwell Park Club 
Pres. Tony Armstrong 
(042) 942584 

Sydney HG Club 
3rd Tues of month 
Sports House 
7.30 pm 
Bernie (02) 2512704 

Northern Beaches 
HG Club (Sydney) 
Rowan Watkins 
(02) 4282045 

Newcastle HG Club 
Pres. Chris Brandon 
(049) 499072 
Sec. Simon Plint 
(049) 485401 

Mid North Coast HG 
Assoc (NSW) 
Lee Scott 
(065) 569692 
Joe Scot! 
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North East Victorian 
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Yeppoon 
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The Entrance 
Gary Morphett 
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Pres. Joe Ippolito 
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Editor's Corner 
Hello all. 

It is with some excitement and nervous anxiety that I send my first issue of Skysailor off to the 
printer. I feel as though all Australia is awaiting the result! I hope that you, the members, will bear 
with me as I take over the reins and get my routine sprted out. I also hope that the airline chaos will 
not delay Skysailor too long from arriving in your letterbox! 

I would like to thank Wesley for all the hard work he has put into Skysailor during the past year. 
It is not an easy job. Also thanks must go to Wesley for proposing, and for the convention voting 
in, that the editor's position be semi-autonomous from HGFA. Among other things , this means the 
magazine does not have to go to HGFA before being printed. Obviously this saves a lot of time. Of 
course this also means that if I make a blunder you all get to know about it! 

However, as your new editor, I intend to maintainlhe high standards that Skysailor has achieved 
through the efforts of past editors and many other hi1rd-working people who have been involved. 
We have come a long way, as I was recently reminded by a comment from a past hang glider pilot. 
He remembers Skysailor as a roneo newsletter! 

Deadline for all contributions, ads etc will remain the 15th. This may change as, I streamline my 
routine with the printers. Market place ads will run for 3 months, however, if your equipment has 
been sold, I would appreciate a quick phone call or note in the mail to help eliminate pages of 'dead 
ads'. For those of you sending in photos or articles that you wish returned, please send a stamped, 
self addressed envelope. Also many of you are writing on the back of photos with water based 
pens or rubber stamping your address - unfortunately this smudges onto the next photo and not 
only ruins your photo but renders them useless for publication. Please keep those photos, car
toons and articles coming in. Your comments , advice, suggestions and criticism are most welcome. 

Until next month, happy reading and lots of safe circles. 
Marie Jeffery 

Design lor 2 
Size Sml. Med. Lg. 

COTTON 
T. SHIRTS $25 
SINGLETS $20 

Cheque or Money Order 
Payable to C. Evans 

Moora Moora, 16 Lalina Ave , Tweed Heads West. N.S.W. 2485. 
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SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS 
PRESENTS 

THE SKYTECH FLIGHTDECK 

FEATURES; 
• DIGITAL ALTIMETEA , 10 FEET INCAEMENTS TO 20,000 FEET 
• DUAL AANGE AUDIO UARID (800 FPM RND 1600 FPM ) 
• DIGITAL AIRSPEED INDICRTOR IN M.P.H 
• AIR TEMPERATURE DISPLAY 
• INTERNAL NICAD BAnERY WITH LOW BAnEAY UOLTAGE INDICATOR 
• 12U CAR CHARGER AND 240U MAINS CHAAGER INClUDED 
• YOUR CHOICE OF LEFT OR RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT (ROUND 

OR A I AFO IL TUB I NG ) OR SPEEDBAR MOUNT 
• STREAMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CASE 
• DIRECT FACTORY SERUICE BACKUP READILY AUAILABLE 
• 12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WARRANTY 

• MADE IN AUSTRALIA 

PRICE; $785.00 
CONTACT; IAN REES AT SKVTECH INSTRUMENTS 

54 ROVENA ROAD 
MOORABBIN VIC. 
PH. (03) 555 4810 



Dear Editor 

I've known and respected Glenn 
Wilson for many years - he's a great 
bloke and does a lot for the sport. 

However, I have to disagree with 
Glenn ' s att itude towards trikes 
(properly called powered hang. 
~) - note the emphasis! 

The way I see it , about the only thing 
powered hang gliders have in 
common with ultralights is that they 
carry an engine. If motive power is the 
significant factor in determining which 
body is best suited for controll ing 
Powered hang gliders, then we should 
all be members of the Gliding 
Federation . In this regard , it is worth 
noting that both motor-gliders and 
gl ider tow -planes ("tugs ") are 
controlled by G.FA 

As with gliding , most P.H.G . 
activities revolve around hang 
gliding i.e. they are mainly flown 
by hang glider pilots, they are 
often used at competitions, they 
have the potential to tow-launch 
hang gliders and help teach 
hang glider pilots and last but by 
no means least , they [QQk like 
hang gliders; in other words, 'in 
most people 's eyes a powered 
hang glider § a hang glider. If 
your hangie mate causes a 
nuisance by hooning around in 
his powered hang glider on a 
downwind day, it will not help ' 
your local club or association to 
say ... "Ah yes , but it 's got 
nothing to do with us, call the 
A.U.F. " 

Finally, in technical terms a powered 
hang glider is flown like a hang glider 
and built using hang gliding 
technology. I don't believe any other 
organisation has the expertise that we 
have when it comes to weight shift , 
delta wing aircraft . 

Yours sincerely 
Martyn Yeomans 

Dear Editor 

I'm writing in response to the letter by 
Harry Docking the President of the 
South Coast Hang Gliding Club (June 
issue) . Being a student pilot, I felt that 
he has raised some very interesting 
points. 

I gained my student rating in May 88 
and for the past year I have 
desperately tried to learn how to soar, 
mostly without an instructor. There 
are several reasons for this: 

1) Money - being a full -time Uni 
student I cannot afford to pay $70 or 
more a day for regular lessons. 
2) Advice was given to me by fellow 
pilots (from novices to advanced) and 
instructors that it was best to get my 
own hang-glider and to go along with 
some other pilots and try to learn 
soaring by myself. This saves money 
and this is how most people learned 
soaring anyway. 
3) I gained the impression from 
meeting other students and novices 
as well as more experienced pilots 
that, although most of the sites around 
Sydney are "out of bounds" for 
students or novices , it was 
nevertheless O.K. to fly there anyway 
and to hope for the best, ie. not get 
caught by safety officers. In fact I was 
told by several people that it would be 

O.K. for metogoto Hill 60 and fly there 
as long as there were other pilots 
around (so far I haven 't been there) . 

Weill was ableto borrow a hang glider 
from the Uni Club for a while and went 
with 2 other students to various places 
like Catherine Hill and Forrester 
Beach. The 3 of us shared one hang 
glider and although the other 2 were 
able to soar on at least one occasion 
at Forrester Beach, I could not get the 
hang of it. I also went to a "Fly In" at 
Laurieton for 9 days hoping to learn 
soaring. However, the event catered 
solely for experienced fliers who had 
great time flying off Middle and North 
Brother Mountains. Although I had 
specifically asked whether it would be 
O.K. for a student pilot to come, none 
of the organisers seemed to be 
interested or felt the need to take 
responsibil ity for the student pilots. In 
the 9 days I had only 2 chances to 
learn soaring, both times I was so 
afraid of crashing into the cliff or trees 
on either side due to strong gusty 
winds that I flew straight out of the lift 
band. The rest of the 9 days it either 
rained or flying was only possible at 
advanced sites. None of this is the 
fault of the organ isers, except for 
letting students attend without taking 
care of them. 

Since then, 1 of the student pilots I 
used to fly with broke his arm and the 
glider while attempting to top land at 
Long Reef. Well , I still haven't learnt 
how to soar, and haven't been flying 
for the past 4 months. The only thing 
which keeps me interested in this 
sport is the memory of the 2 big (ie ten 
minutes flying down) flights I had at Mt 
Bunno (mid North Coast) , by courtesy 
of an excellent instructor. The sheer 

joy and exhilaration I telt 
on my first prone flight is 
something I ' ll never 

~ forget. 

At the moment I am 
trying to save some 
money to buy my own 
glider and to go back to 
the sand dunes to regain 
my confidence and then 
to try and get some 
soaring lessons with an 
instructor to send me on 
my way. 

I would like to make a 
few suggestions 
concerning the 
instruction of student 
pilots. 
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1) I nstruction should not end with the 
student certificate. Instructors should 
give students more chances to learn 
soaring. 
2) Students should be under 
supervision of an instructor or 
experienced pilot until they have 
reached the novice rating with 
consideration given to the ability of 
people to pay large amounts of fees. 
3) A minder system should be 
introduced with experienced pilots 
taking some of the students and 
novices under their wings, ie . to take 
them along for flights, explain the sites 
to them and generally show some 
responsibility and care for student 
pilots. 
4) Clubs should make more effort to 
attract student pilot membership. I 
still have the impression that clubs are 
more of a 'closed affair ' and 
membership open only to prominent 
and experienced flyers. 

Unless student and novice pilots 
receive a bit more attention and 
consideration from both the HGFA 
and fellow fliers, it is of little use to 
complain about their antics on certain 
sites and wonder about the high rate 
of accidents they have. So, come on 
and give us a fair go. 

Regina Bohler (16093) 

Regina 
Hopefully your letter with draw 
enough response to set you in the 
right direction. Your situation is not a 
new one, although it has been com
pounded by not having your own 
glider. I don't know to which club or 
area you belong, some being more 
'frosty ' than others but you need to 
make yourself known to as many pilots 
as possible - don't wait for them to 
make the first move. Ed. 

In reply to John Burfoot's letter March 
89 issue. 

Well John, 

I can see by the last few issues that 
you were absolutely inundated with 
replies to your submission. It quite 
surprised me that only Bill 
Thorneywork responded to your plee. 
It would appear that you're in 
somewhat of a dilemma as far as hang 
gliding goes, not knowing whether to 
persevere of concede defeat. 

Lets assess the situation: you've gone 
from first soaring flight - hang position, 
to prone pod harness and thermal 

flying in 2 hours 31 minutes. I think 
the first suggestion would be to slow 
down and enjoy the sport. My 
assessment would be that you 're 
under peer pressure. Unfortunately 
as it is, the hang gliding fraternity is full 
of individuals who would have you 
believe that they never made 
mistakes, that flying came so natural 
to them. However if you were around 
when they had consumed some 
amber fluid , and were reminiscing 
with old acquaintances who went 
through the fledgling stage with them, 
the story would be quite different. 
Nose-ins, ground loops, tree landings, 
stalls were all part of a day's flying . 
Myself , and I suppose every other 
pilot, has gone through the same 
indecision that you 're facing now. 
Persevere, its a great sport . 

My suggestions for what they 're 
worth : stick to coastal flying until you 
feel really part of your glider, fly at less 
demanding sites where even if a 
miscalculation should occur, you can 
safely reach a landing area, fly a 
harness that is easy to get in and out 
of. 

Don 't take too much notice of other 
pilots, or they will try to make you feel 
inferior. The 

and inland , around the Byron Bay 
area. If you 're anticipating coming up 
this way , you could write Box 517 , 
Ballina or if you wish to converse on a 
more personal note you could ring me 
on (066) 874008 and we will try to 
make you welcome, and give what 
assistance we can . 

In the meantime, keep at it, its well 
worth the effort. 

Barry Robinson 14703 

In answer to Ross Williams 

Ross 

I have not printed your letter to Wes as 
I would prefer to leave past deeds, 
errors or whatever remain just that -
passed! Your comments regarding 
material and other points have been 
noted. I welcome any comments or 
criticism you may have in the future! 

Ed. 

NORTH COAST AVIONICS PTY LTD 
Denis Cummings 066 856287 
138 Lighthouse Rd BYRON BAY NSW 2481 

BORGELT VARIOMETERS - the most 
advanced in the world. $1050.00 

best source of 
information 
comes from 
books - read 
Dennis 
Pagen ' s 
trilogy. He will 
tell you that 
there 's fear in 
all levels of 
flying , but that 
can be 
overcome with 
experience. 

TOW METERS - electronic $165.00 

Try in your 
early stages to 
fly with 
someone who 
is around the 
same skililevel , 
this will sop the 
urge to place 
yourself in a 
situation that 
you can 't 
handle. Above 
all fly for 
enjoyment. 

We have some 
great summer 
sites , coastal 

BATTERY CHARGERS - from car cig.lighter 
for NICADS $ 35.00 
for GELL CELLS (tell me size) $ 65.00 

Ol' EAGLE EYES - The Flight Glasses chosen 
by the World champs. 

PLAIN 
PRESCRIPTION 

$ 96.00 
$136.00 

All prices include postage in Australia. 

TO lET 
BYRON BAY HOLIDAY HOUSE, complete with 
hang gliders (FOil and Magic 4), catamaran, 
surfboards (5), surf ski, windsurfer and other surf 
toys - write or ring for brochure and rates. 
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Incredible KISS wins ~gain 
The place: flESCH, SWITZERLAND ~ 
The event: 7TH WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The results: 1ST Robby Whittall KISS 154 
3RD John Pendry KISS 154 
5TH Steve Blenkinsop KISS 154 
6TH Bruce Goldsmith KISS 154 

Steve Blenkinsop, Australia's highest placed pilot in the 
competition, says of his KISS: 
"The major contributing factor to my overall performance at 

the Worlds was having the best all-round glider for the 
testing conditions, from scratching to flat-out racing II 

Yet again the KISS confirms its reputation as 
the world's No. 1 glider for performance and handling 

Gliders in stock now 
for immediate delivery. 

46 GEORGE AVE 
BULLI NSW 2516 
AUSTRALIA 
TEL:( 042)674570 
FAX:(042)681101 

Introducing the new Flash ILITTIE 
The harness for hassle-free flying. 

The Flash LITE was developed by Future Wings for the pilot who needs a 
compact, easy to store harness. It has full spinal support yet folds up to a 
small, convenient size. It features webbing and rope supports, easy access 
full-length front zip, safety buckle system, side mounted chute container and 
3 additional storage compartments. 

For the performance-minded pilot there is the Flash LD, utilising a shaped 
alloy backplate with sliding c.g. hangpoint, cleat for body angle adjustment 
and all the other features of the Flash Lite 

Wide choice of colours for both harnesses, including red, light or dark blue, 
pink, lilac, fluoro yellow, and black. 
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COMP TITION 
CALE DAR 

1989 GILLIES COMPETITION 
16th and 17th September 
Contact Cairns Hang Gliding 
Club 
PO Box 6468, Cairns 4870 

1989 EUNGELLA COMPETI
TION 
Ansett-Fosters-Eu ngella 
Chalet Challenge 
24 September - 1 October 
$80 entry fee 
Contact Dave Lamont (079) 
461157 
PO Box 6, Proserpine 4800 

1989 COOPLA CUP 
30 September - 2 October 
Contact Joe Scott (065) 
650042 
or Lee Scott (065) 569692 

1989 SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
STATE COMPS 

Rounds 1,2 & 30ctober 7,8 & 9 
Rounds 4 & 5 October 21 & 22 
Rounds 6 & 7 November 11 & 12 
Rounds 8 & 9 November 25 & 26 

Venue - Bute Sportsground 

Contact Ben Mayfield (08) 
2977749 
8 Narkunda St, Glandore 5037 

1989 KILLARNEY CONVER
GENCE 111- NSW STATE TIT
LES 
18 - 25 November with 26 
November as an emergency 
day 
Contact Ian Hird (066) 847328 

1990 FORBES FLATLANDS 
15 January to 24 January 
Entry fee $150 by 30 Novem
ber 1989, Late fee $20 there
after 
(May be reduced pending 
sponsorship discussions) 
Over $1000 worth of prizes so 
far 
Information package with 
entry fee, containing town 
map, accommodation notes, 
directions to tow paddock, etc. 
Due to fixed organisational costs a 
non refundable entry fee component 
of $30 has been set. 

Pilots may telephone to register or 
enquire about accommodation, etc 

Competition HQ - Hotel Vandenberg 
(068) 522015 
also for accommodation and meals 
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Nearest Caravan Parks - Lachlan View 
Caravan Park (068) 521930 
Apex Caravan Park (068) 521920 

As always the flatlands will be the most 
airtime , longest flights, highest 
number of days flown and the best 
flying any pilot will get all season, so 
start your flying fitness program nowl 

Contact Len Paton (068) 
537220 BH/AH or Jenny 
Ganderton (068) 523934 BH 

MID NORTH COAST COMPS 
Spring Challenge 

1 September (practice day) , 2-3 
September 
Novice - Advanced 

Challenge* Stanwell Park 
* Northern Beaches 
* Newcastle 
* Mid North Coast 
* Any others welcome even if you're 
not a member of a clUb. 

Contact Lee Scott (065) 
569692 

LADIES - GENTS SUMMER 
FLY-IN 

26 December 1989 - 2 January 1990 
Novice - Advanced 

Contact Lee Scott (065) 
569692 



Byron Bay Saved! 

The Civil Aviation Authority, (in 
response to a deluge of letters from 
supporters of hang gliding in Byron 
Bay) have altered the proposed AFIZ 
for Ballina airport so that no sports 
aviation in the Byron Bay area will be 
affected. 

I would like to thank everyone for their 
support, and especially those who 
took the time to write letters to the 
authorities on our behalf. 

Our dealings with the CAA in this 
matter have taught us some things 
that may be of use to those of you 
facing similar problems in the future; 

RAPAC (Regional Airspace Advisory 
Committee) meetings are a vital forum 
for getting information about what's 
planned by the CAA for your area. 
Our state associations send delegates 
to represent our views and keep us 
informed. None of our delegates were 
present at the meeting that first 
discussed the proposed AFIZ, so we 
weren't given advance warning of the 
situation until we were directly notified 
by the CAA. 

Phone calls to CAA officers are 
generally of little use in getting things 
done, but may provide information. 
Like most bureaucrats, CAA officials 
are generally unwilling to make a 
decision or provide an opinion, with 
the possible exception of the higher 
ranked staff, who may be in a position 
of influence. If you are going to ring 
someone, talk to the most senior 
person you can. 

Other government bodies may be very 
helpful , especially if it 's in their 
interest. We found the Byron Shire 
Council were right behind us, writing 
letters and offering assistance. 

The media may be very useful for 
raiSing local support, but you must 
ensure that your message gets across 
without being sidetracked . Ian Hird 
and I both spoke on radio and Neil 
Mersham was featured on the TV news 
prior to leaving for the world 
championships. 

Letters have the greatest effect. 
Public servants and members of 
parliament have an obligation to 
respond to them, and in the case of 
ministers, are required to take up the 
issue with the department in question. 
We made up 

NEW HANGGLIDING.WORL[)CROSSCOUNTRY >.·· 
RECORD · ,., -- .... -.-- .. _-.-.... ,. .. . . 

. .-:::.:::::-:::-~::-:::->:-:--.-.-, '. - .'.:. .' 

KEVIN CHRISTOPHERSON FLYS289MILESIN6HRS2(i '. . ... . MINS ·· . . '. .... . ..... 

August 3rd 1989, Kevin ChristoPherson~~a~e the FIRSt 
HANG GLIDER PILOT TO FLY OVER 250 MILES, bettering his 
previous record by more than 40 miles .... Histime wasS hou.rs20 
minutes making his average ground speed45miles·perhoUr, < •• 

Kevin's landing spot of Kyle; South Dakota, USA, is 289 miles 
from hiS take~off site at WiskeyPeak, Wyoming, USA, as 
recorded on .his barograph. ii .••......••. .' 

With aHthepaper work in order' this\IVUI be accepted as a 
new world cross-country record for hang gliding within the next 
two months. 

Kevin stated: 'My Magic Kiss handled the 'Big Airteasily 
during my 9 hours in the air.' 

a list of people to write to and urged 
our club members and other 
supporters to write to as many of them 
as possible. 

Petitions are very useful, not only as a 
way demonstrating public support, 
but also to bring issues to the attention 
of local people. Our club had copies 
of a petition in a few shops and 
businesses, and in general they were 
very well supported by the public. 

Our region is very close to the state 
border so CAA officials regularly 
denied any responsibility for our area 
and directed us to their counterparts 
in the other state. Our response was 
to treat the issue as everyone 's 
problem and write to officials in both 
states. 

Thanks On behalf of the Byron Bay 
Hang Gliding Club and all pilots in 

Australia , I would like to sincerely 
thank all those people who supported 
us in our negotiations to retain our 
precious airspace. Had the AFIZ been 
implemented as proposed by the 
CAA, we would have lost four of the 
best sites on the East coast as well as 
prohibited the termination of XC flights 
from the nearby mountains. We have 
a first in that controlled airspace has 
been specifically designed to accom
modate Hang Gliding. Thanks also 
must go to officers within the CAA who 
argued from within on our behalf. At 

The CAA has a policy of sharing 
airspace among all users and not 
excluding anyone. We are regarded 
as smallfry amongst airspace users so 
this policy is easily overlooked . 

The final outcome is very positive. The 
CAA accepted our proposal and we 
are free to continue using our sites. 
We are now writing letters of thanks to 
people that helped . The moral of the 
story is that small groups and 
individuals can influence large 
bureaucracies but it takes effort and 
organisation. 

Greg Wilson 
Pres. BBHGC 

the RAPAC meeting where the 
proposal was ratified I was pleased to 
here the Chairman of the meeting 
state that CAA policy was now to allow 
as many airspace users to share as 
much airspace as was safely possible. 
This is a complete turnaround from 
previous departmental philosophy 
and must be applauded even if it has 
taken for ever to arise. Maybe 
Australian aviation is going to rise, 
Phoenix like, from the dark ages and 
the ashes of the old DOA which many 
thought stood for Dead On Arrival. 

Ian Hird 
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I REGIONAL REASONING I 
When the pioneers of Australian hang 
gliding decided, way back in the early 
seventies, to form an association they 
called it TASSA, which stood for The 
Australian Self Soar Association -
believe it or not! This was a national 
organization with no State 
associations. The country was divided 
into regions with each one being 
co-ordinated by a Regional Director. 

As the sport grew rapidly it seemed 
logical that each State look after it 's 
own members and thus the state 
associations were born . TASSA 
became the HGFA after a brief identity 
as TAHGA (The Australian Hang 
Gliding Association) , whose job it is to 
take care of our sport at a National 
level and coordinate the activities of 
the States in such areas as ratings, 
instruction, civil aviation regulations, 
national competitions etc. 

This seemed to work well for a while 
but it has become obvious that, in the 
larger States such as NSW and QLD, 
because the executive invariably is 
centred in the capital cities, pilots and 
clubs in more remote areas are 
starting to feel that they aren't getting 
their fair slice of the pie, both in terms 
of financial support and 
administration. 

For example the Northern 
Queensland area is administered from 
Brisbane which is some 2000 Km 
away. The Byron Bay club is 200 Km 
from Brisbane but 800 Km from 
Sydney. It is reasonable to assume 
that pilots living in and around the 
main centres are going to have better 
access to the executive when they are 
needed . 

This is causing dissatisfaction 
bordering on apathy amongst fliers in 
the outlying regions, who are told for 
instance that site funding or airspace 
negotiations must be conducted 
through their State associations. 

A notable case in point is the recent 
situation in Byron Bay, where a new 
area of controlled airspace was to be 
installed around Ballina airport to 
allow an upgrading to jet standard . 
This AFIZ would have effectively shut 
down hang gliding and ultralight 
operations in the area. The ensuing 
successful negotiations, which I might 
add were tremendously supported by 
pilots from all over the country and to 
whom we are eternally grateful , were 

coordinated from the Byron club, not 
NSWHGA as officially should have 
been the case. This is not intended to 
denigrate the officials of NSWHGA, 
rather to point out that it is LOGICAL 
for local regions to take care of their 
own back yard . We are the ones who 
see the weeds growing first! After all 
this is in reality what is happening 
anyway. 

With this in mind the NSWHGA and 
QHGA delegates to the 1989 
Convention proposed a motion that 
Queensland and New South Wales be 
allowed to form regions based on pilot 
density and physical location. It is 
envisaged that each region will be 
made up of individual clubs who will 
continue to serve their particular area. 

Each region will have an elected 
Regional Director who will act as the 
representative to the HGFA and State 
governments. His or her job will 
include processing ratings , 
coordinating instruction and the 
schools , site improvements and 
generally dealing with the day to day 
problems that arise. Hopefully this will 
alleviate a lot of the current 
communication problems that are 
evident, by making pilots feel that they 
have someone to talk to who is not a 
million miles away and who probably 
won 't understand the problem 
anyway. 

The state executive should be reduced 
to one, ie. a State Coordinator who will 
be necessary in order to represent all 
pilots in that State with regard to sport 
funding and any other state 
government liaison. 

The physical borders of the regions 
have not been decided upon. Indeed 
this would be the first task of local 
clubs. However as an example the 
following might be a reasonable 
proposal. 
1. Northern Queensland: Cape York 
to Rockhampton / Yeppoon. 
2. Central Queensland : Yeppoon to 
the Sunshine Coast. 
3. Border Region : Brisbane to Coffs 
Harbour. 
4. Central Coast NSW : Macksville to 
Newcastle. 
5. Sydney Region: South of 
Newcastle to Nowra. 
6. Southern NSW / Northern Victoria : 
Nowra to Albury including ACT. 
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The final delineation of these regions 
would have to be decided and agreed 
upon by the pilots and clubs 
themselves. It might well be feasible 
and desirable for the Western districts 
of NSW to form a region. 

It is worth noting that both the United 
States and Great Britain operate very 
successfully under a regional system. 
Opportunities for regional and inter 
regional competitions become 
evident. This would help to offset the 
vast amount of travelling required by 
pilots wishing to gain the most amount 
of National Ladder points. Inter 
regional competitions ofter greater 
opportunities to share both the sky 
and knowledge. 

I believe that this proposal has 
enormous merit, but it is up to YOU 
and your club to take some initiative 
for it to work. I suggest that all clubs 
raise this issue at their next club 
meeting and relay their feelings and 
concl usions to their state president, as 
well as communicating with nearby 
clubs . 

In conclusion I would point out that 
many organisations in Australia have 
suffered as a result of both a small 
population and enormous distances. 
In anyone's book, an organisation of 
some 1500 very individual and 
motivated members spread over this 
vast land cannot be effectively 
managed from a few main centres. 

You know the problems you have, the 
sensitive sites, the need for work on a 
launch, the touchy landowners. You 
are dealing with them now. Under this 
proposal you will all have a stronger 
base to deal with problems you are 
already dealing with under the present 
system. 

I will welcome and encourage input 
and ideas from everywhere. Our sport 
MUST grow to survive. 

Get out there and fertilise it! 

IAN HIRD 



SAFETY DIRECTORS GOALS FOR THE 1989/90 SEASON by Ian Hird 

As you will read in the Convention '89 
report, I have been elected Safety 
Director for this next year. 

Ian Jarman, who originated the 
National Coaching Scheme some 
years ago, has been elected once 
more as National Coaching 
Co-ordinator. I mention this because 
I believe that attitudes start in school 
and that a student who has the basic 
PERCEPTION of safety as being the 
cornerstone of good Airmanship 
(Airpersonship ?), will progress into a 
good pilot. 

To this end Ian and I will work together 
to give all pilots, from fledgelings to 
masters, as much help and direction 
as possible with the art of getting high 
and staying alive. 

OBJECTIVES FOR THIS YEAR. 

1. To encourage and simplify accident 
reporting to ensure the growth of 
meaningful data. 
2. To establish and maintain a national 
accident report database from which 
we can identify problem areas. 
3. To analyse and categorise data into 
relevant information . 
4. To publish details of accidents and 
statistics from time to time. 
5. To publish safety tips each month 
6. To provide a pilot 's reply service for 
written enquiries.These will be 
published where the problem is 
perceived as relevant toall pilots . 

REALIZING THESE OBJECTIVES 

1. When is an accident an accident 
and, more importantly, when is an 
accident worth reporting? 

Most of us have a different idea about 
this and consequently the reporting 
of accidents is thin at best. Most 
reports concern serious or 
spectacular incidents where there 
was injury or damage. 

Most pilots do not consider a broken 
upright after a stuffed landing or an 
ego-deflating encounter with that 
bush to the left of launch after a sloppy 
launch to be noteworthy. It is too often 
perceived as very embarrassing and 
something to be kept quiet about in 
order to avoid a "Turkey Bashing" 
from one's peers on the hill. 

Nevertheless, these incidents ARE 
important. It is a well known statistic 
that nearly all serious incidents occur 
during the takeoff/landing phases of 

a flight , no matter what type of aircraft 
is involved . 

I recently saw a spectacular stack 
when an ambitious currawong 
undershot an approach to a power 
line in perfect conditons, bounced 
backwards, tumbled three times and 
miraculously pulled out about a 
metreabove a roof. He then waffled 
across the road and mushed down in 
the middle of a five acre paddock. 

He probably should have landed there 
in the first place.! 

In order to encourage people to land 
in the paddock rather than the 
powerline approach into their back 
yard , we need to know how, when , 
where and why these incidents and 
accidents are taking place. All of them! 

The whole concept of a safety system 
is to improve safety . This means 
addressing the problem areas to 
improve pilot skills and knowledge. 
This can only be achieved if we can 
identify common accidents and both 
their real and perceived causes. 

Once this has 
been done it 
will be possible 
to implement 
feedback to all 
pilots either 
through the 
Training 
Schoo ls, 
Seminars and 
articles in 
these pages . 
To acheive this 
I am designing 
a simple 'fill in 
the boxes ' 
Incident 
Report Form 
which will allow 
information to 
be stored in a 
relational 
database 
system that will 
allow very 
flexible 
statistical 
querying and 

Brief accident reports will be printed 
in Skysailor. All personal details in 
accident reports will be treated as 
confidential and only relevant details 
will be published. It is important to 
understand that by reporting an 
accident you will be helping in a very 
real way to prevent someone else from 
doing the same , or worse . Next 
month's magazine will include a copy 
of thenew accident report form. 

Meanwhile, I would like to hear from 
ALL club safety officers around the 
country with your ideas and thoughts 
on how we can implement improved 
National safety standards. 
Please write to: 
Ian Hird 

National Safety Director 
Coolamon Drive 
Coorabell NSW 2479 
Tel (066) 847 328 Fax (066) 281 988 

reporting so . CLOUDBASEAREAGENTSFOR ... 

that recurring ... MOYES DELTA GLIDERS ... 

problems can and all hang gliding accessories. 

bee a s i I y Lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
identified. 
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EAGLE SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING 
P.o. Box 170, Porepunkah, 3740 - (057) 551724 

....... -" . .. .... 

C)f Moyes Delta Gliders spares and accessories; from Carabiners,. Bar . . 
I) AAltt~ AlrSIDeE~(lllndica'tonS; Map fairings, Helmets; Pod harnesses, Parachutes, Ball varios and 

ma.y need. . --
rBr)alr'MIDVE~S Gliders quickly and cosfeffectively. 

• and XSgliders available for test flights, also the XACT harness. ·· 
YOlJar'Etsfter anew Orfullyservicedsecond .. handhanggliger and wantthe best trade·in· 

..• us~rjng. Ybu won'tbe disappointed . .. 
... • ............ ···· othersecond~handMoyesequiprnentringu$ ahd we can help you. 

.•..•... ... .... ... . . avaltablefor Moyes Gliders and equipment. · .... .. 
. '~ .. ';;;;,r\~""L:· ,· ;;. ··· . ;·.· q " HOOL ()F HANG GLIDING offers lessonsfrombeglnnertothe advanced student. 

.. ·of sites for every direction and standard of pilot. . . .. 
rnaalow accommodation with great meals. Set on the beautiful Ovens River ~ it is always 

fora holiday; . . . ... ••. . •••....••.•.. ••.. .•... •... ...•.•.•...... 
aISOClftets1cc()ml'l"lOda1Hon and meals for those who have no need of lessons. . . 

. . " . . . - ,:.- ,." >:" . . :,'-'--. '.:' 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Enterprise Wings New Foil 
152C 

The new FOIL is a higher aspect glider 
with a new profile and leading edge 
construction. It has been designed to 
increase the "bottom end" by reducing 
the turning sink rate as well as 
extending the 'top end" glide at speed, 
while maintaining the superb handling 
and co-ordination of the B series. 

The progression towards the 152C 
has been under way since the 87/88 
summer competitive season but more 
recently an intensive period of 
prototyping was carried out by Rick 
Duncan and Carl Braden in 
preparation for the European 
competition season. This was carried 
out with the help of the Airborne 
Buzzard aero tow system which was 
also under going testing. Together it 
proved to be the most efficient and 
effective form of glider prototyping. 

It was then given to the Enterprise 

then come to the EAGLE SCHOOL OF HANG GUDING and you 
Will do justthatt > .... 

Wings stable of pilots who would fly ~~=~=~==~~~~, 

~~endlt~~~~tYf~d it~ ~~O~fde~it;~: ~11~~\1~.;~i~~~~ 
feedback to determine what changes - . 
were necessary. With pilots like Ricky 
Duncan, Russell Duncan , Herby The world leading colour 
Kuhre , Knut VonHentig , Helmet magazine full of informative 
Lorenzoni, Mashero Mineguishi and and interesting articles, action 
Carl Braden flying in the German h h .. 
Nationals and the Alpen Open, it was p otograp s, competItIon 
very ciear from the results that the results and insights, interna-
glider was outstanding. (1 st, 2nd, 6th, tional competition directory 
10th in the German Nationals; 1st in and adventure articles. The 
the Alpen Open; 1 st Blackforest One magazine is a quarterly publi-
Day) . 
The Foil 152C also comes with an cation with a subscription cost 
improved VG system, half battens, the of $32.00 for airmail postage. 
new generation kevlar scrim trailing the next issue will cover the 
edge band, and with a Foil finish that European summer flying and 
is world renowned. The Foil B series 
racer will still be marketed with the can be ordered from 
152C complimenting and expanding Enterprise Wings. 
the Enterprise Wings range of gliders. 
The Foil 152C is currently under going 
Gutseigal testing in Germany and is 
expected to be certified by summer. 

Please send address details 
with payment to: 

Enterprise Wings 
1/189 Parkes Street 
Helensburgh 2508 
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The first days of July saw the 
Australian team members 
gather together in the Swiss 
town of Fiesch for the 1989 
World Hang Gliding Cham
pionships. 
The team members were Rick 
Duncan, Steve Moyes, Mark 

'89 WORLD 
HANGGLI() ING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
SWITZERLAND 

Newland, Carl Braden, Drew 
Cooper and Steve Blenkinsop. 
With our national champ Ian 
Jarman as manager/coach 
and Russel Duncan and Neil 
Mersham as reserves, our 
squad looked pretty strong. 
Most of the squad had been 
overseas for a while now. 

Aletsch Glacier, Fiesch - by B Bachmann 

Carl, Rick and Russel doing 
the German Nationals, Drew 
and I the Austrian Open and 
Steve and Mark the US 
Manufacturers Meet. 
Training involved familiarizing 
ourselves with the conditions 
amongst the magnificent 
mountains and the some 27 
designated turnpoints scat
tered around the length of the 
Fiesch valley (120 ks). 
Indeed the valley produced 
some quite unique meteorol
ogy with the interaction of 
stable valley flows (W.S.W.) 
meeting cold, strong, moist 
glacier winds (E.N .E.) . Throw 
in some booming thermals, an 
opposing upper wind and a 
fair bit of mixing goes on. 
(One day I flew in 3 different 
directions and didn't go 
anywhere!) The need for 
ground crew calling valley 
winds and convergence zones 
soon became apparent. 
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1. Launch - Fiesch 

2. Wave on Final Day 

3. The Aussie Swannees 5. Assistance from the Coach 
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6. Crossing the Furkah Pass 

7. Presentation 

Photos: N Mersham' 
D Knight 
D Bolliger 
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Bacchi Landing Area 

The meteorologist for the 
Meet was Dr Bruno Neininger, 
who was also one of the many 
sailplane pilots there. He 
gave an interesting lecture on 
local conditions, (recorded 
since early '60s) ranging from 
ricocheting glacier winds 
rGrimsel Snake") to sophisti
cated computer graphics of 
the "sun's eyes" view of the 
valley at various times of the 
day. Access information from 
hundreds of weather stations 
throughout Europe helped 
Bruno put together a com
prehensive daily forecast. 
Probably the best practice day 
involved the use of the Realp 
launch. Unfortunately it is 
situated up the end of a high 
but very tight valley, and only 
in very good conditions was it 
a viable launch area. But this 
day was a boomer, 1000 up, 
cloud streets and light winds 
allowed us to get a good look 
around and check out a 
couple of "nagging" turn 
paints. An 11,000 ft base had 
me pointing my toes across 
the spectacular Furkah Pass 

glaCier - a huge chunk of ice, 
milky-aqua in colour, sweep
ing down through gnarly 
mountain tops, surrounded by 
blankets of brilliant white 
snow. Ah! what scenery! 
The next day we heard that 
English pilot Jes Flynn had an 
overnight stay at a remote ski 
resort after his glider tumbled 
in flight and broke. He literally 
dropped in for the night by 
parachute. 
The 9th saw the 1 st round un
.derway, with the field of 37 
countries being split into 3 
groups of 57. The weather 
was unkind and only 3 prelimi
nary rounds were flown - the 
top 20 from each group 
qualifying for the finals. Five 
of our guys were through the 
cut with Mark and Steve B. 
leading their groups, Steve M. 
and Drew in 4th and 6th. Carl 
slipped in at 21st place (cour
tesy of a South African pilot 
competing only as a guest), 
Rick had missed out, after 
bombing out on the 1 st day at 
the dreaded Realp launch, 
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never recovering the lost 
paints. 
Entering the finals we had 4 
pilots in the top 8. Our team 
scores had us a very close 
2nd behind the Poms with the 
Americans snapping at our 
heels. As the competition 
progressed Australia seized 
the lead and slowly increased 
it everyday. The scoring sys
tem had no "validity factor" in 
it and would allow great fluc
tuations in the scores. There 
would be no peace for the 
wicked . 
Conditions throughout the 
competition were turbulent 
due mainly to strong winds 
from the north instead of the 
usual south Persistent low 
pressure added to this also. 
One day in particular had the 
field set up on the main 
launch but was cancelled 
when an updated forecast had 
a fast approaching cold front 
lurking. Most competitors 
opted to quickly glide down to 
the landing area in Fiesch 
rather than pack up on top. 
The sky became dizzy with 
spiralling gliders and wing
overs. With the first crack of 
thunder most pilots had divecj 
in to land in the still quite mild 
conditions. Suddenly there 
was a roar from the west as a 
huge dust devil from a nearby 
quarry marked a gust front of 
over 45 m.p.h. Ian and I 
looked on in horror as 10 
guys were still washing off to 
land - 4 in the trees, others 
ground looped, hanging on to 
half packed-up gliders. Local 
Swiss pilot, Rolf Tshudi, 
bounced off his keel several 
times as he literally "hung on" 
through the turbulence that 



Individual Results 

1 Whittal , Robby GB Magic Kiss 154 5816 
2 Suchanek, Tomas CS Moyes X 155 5725 

3 Pendry, John GB Magic Kiss 154 5510 

4 Coelho, Paulo BRA Moyes XS 155 5202 

5 Blenkinsop, Steve AUS Magic Kiss154 5186 

6 Goldsmith, Bruce GB Magic Kiss 154 5073 

7 Haney, Randy CND HP AT 158 4999 

8 Cooper, Drew AUS Moyes XS 155 4861 

9 Bostik, Josef USA HPAT158 4801 

10 Newland, Mark AUS Moyes XS 155 4723 
11 Moyes, Steve AUS Moyes XS 155 4677 
12 Peachy, Butch USA Magic Kiss 154 4383 
13 Flynn, Jes GB Rumour 4291 
14 Lopes, Pepe BRA Magic Kiss 154 4215 
15 Schotola, Olin CH HPI 4124 
16 Karlsson, Nats S Magic Kiss 154 4095 
17 Jursa, Martin A HP II 4069 
18 Reichegger, Karl I Colibri 15 4016 
19 Baier, Bob 0 Firebird N Wave 4004 
20 Bricoli, Erminio I Colibri 3884 

Team Results 

1 GB Whittall 5816, Pendry 5510 , Goldsmith 5073, Flynn 4291 20690 
2 AUS Blenkinsop 4186, Cooper 4861 , Newland 4723, Moyes 4677 19447 
3 USA Bostik 4801 , Peachy 4383, Bennett 3726, Tudor 3428 16338 
4 I Reichegger 4016, Bricoli 3884, Crapanzano 3832, Borri 3120 14852 
5 A Jursa 4069, Mittelberger 3861 , Kuhr 3855, Ruhner 2826 14611 
6 CH Schotola 4124, Delez 3845, Shrkovsky 3380, Fiechter 3228 14577 

Q :.~~~I:§:g~ . :: 
FOOD - EXERCISE -

YOUR BODY 

The Australian Sports Medicine 
Federation Education Committee 
has organised a seminar which it 
believes will interest both athletes 
and coaches as it will cover many 
controversial areas and reveal the 
latest advances/research on 
sports nutrition. 

You will be able to ask questions 
of the lecturers who are all experts 
in this field. 

To be held at 7 - 10pm on 

29 September 

at Room S133 Cumberland 
College of Health Sciences, East 
Street, LlDCOMBE. 

Cost is $15 if registering before 25 
September and $20 on the night. 

Enquiries may be directed to 

Dr Margaret Torode on (02) 
6466521 or Ms Maureen O'Leary 
on (02) 2413541 . 

7 BRA Coelho 5202 , Lopes 4215, Guimaraes 3591 , Ortega De Sousa 121314221 
8 0 Baier 4004, Auner 3514, Blumenthal 3288, Von Hentig 3154 13960 
9 CND Haney 4999, Bourbonnais 2498, Henry 1995, Schmidt 1975 11467 
10 S Karlsson 4095, Sundin 3606, Kroglund 2203, Wikberg 832 10736 

had his leading edges deform
ing to their very limits, even
tually letting him park his 
glider sideways up against a 
small tree. Unbelievably, no 
one was hurt (plenty of 
scares). 
The 7th and final day loomed. 
A forecast of strong winds 30 
knots and from the N.W. (over 
the back) , very good thermals 
capped with an inversion with 
increasing high cloud. 
Dangers: turbulence with 
chance of wave cloud. Erk! 
The majority of competitors 
got drilled on their way to the 

1 st turnpolnt. Four guys 
tumbled in the extreme condi
tions. Those that landed 
hoped the day would be 
called off - but it wasn't to be, 
with 3 guys making goal. This 
was our worst day with only 
Steve Moyes and Steve 
Blenkinsop making it around 
the 1 st turnpoint with Blenky 
dOing the best by landing 
about 20 ks short. The 4 
Poms all made good distance 
and with Robbie Whittall 
making goal, it was enough to 
take the Title in the individual 
and team event. The English 

were very competitive and, 
coming out of their best sum
mer for 30 years, were always 
the ones to beat. Well done 
chaps. Commiserations guys. 
A creditable 2nd to the Aus
sies but again we showed the 
world our strength in '89. 
Look out Brazil. 
Thanks to Quicksilver for the 
squad uniforms and flying 
suits, Swan for sponsoring 
the team pilots and H.G.F.A. 
for helping out the reserves. 

Neil Mersham 
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MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS 
R.M.B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439 

Phone (065) 56 9692 

HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT 

"NEED AIRTIME OR INSTRUCTION" 
We can offer these services all year round. The Mid North Coast has undoubtedly the best all year 
round flying in Australia today. With its mild climate and its abundance of hills facing every wind 
direction and having two wheel drive access it has to be the best established area. The other great 
aspect of these hills is that they are only minutes apart which cuts down on the driving time. 
Already pilots in Australia and Overseas Visitors are clocking up hours with heights of 3000 ft above 
launch and distances of 35 ks plus are not uncommon in the winter months. 
Another addition exclusive to Mid North Coast Gliders is a 1000 acre property. Where first day stu
dents can start the basics on small grassy slopes all the way up to medium and high glides. All this 
from one place. Can you get any more convenience than this. Yes, without a doubt we here at Mid 
North Coast Gliders can offer Airtime and Instruction like no other. But don't just take our word , ask 
people who have learnt here and Pilots that return regularly to gain that valuable airtime. 
And here are some services also offered by us. 

Instruction 6 and a half days a week 

Accommodation (with meals) 

Lifts and Retrievals 

Friendly Advice 

Ratings 

Glider Sales and Service 

Advance Soaring and Thermal Cross Country Courses 

Tandem Flights 

Glider and Equipment Hire 

Tow Instruction 

Professional "Up-to-date" Tuition 

So no matter if you 're a first day Student of a Pilot already soaring, we have what you need at very 
reasonable costs. So call LEE SCOTT CHIEF INSTRUCTOR and owner on 065 569 692 TODAY. 
"WHERE ARE WE?" approximately 4 hours North of Sydney. 

"Attention - there will be a thermal Cross-Country course held by us at Cooplacurripa on the 
October long weekend. Any pilots that feel that they are verging to this stage please give us 

a call soon as class size is limited to VEHICLE size. 
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NSW NEWS 
Dear Fellow Pilot 
It's about time we had a Club made up 
of Hang Glider pilots in the western 
districts of Sydney and the Blue 
Mountains region so that we can get 
together from time to time to have a 
drink and talk over what we are doing 
or not doing and what we would like 
to see happen so that we can organise 
more flying in the area, especially for 
new pilots, by improving and opening 
up more sites and working with other 
Clubs , l i ke Stanwell Park and 
Northern Beaches, and to make our 
views as a Club known to the 
NSWHGA and the HGFA. 

If you would be interested in forming 
such a Club could you come to a 
meeting at ST MICHAELS SCHOOL 
HALL, RESEVOIR ROAD , 
BLACKTOWN on 26th September at 
7pm so that we can get started and 
work out what we can do to improve 
hang gliding in this area. 

Any further enquiries please ring Ben 
Leonard 6218819 or Denis Clancy 
857246. 

Ben Leonard 
Secretary NSW.HGA 

Hassans Wall Ramps, 
Lithgow, At Risk 

NSW.HGA have been approached by 
the Lithgow City Council to explain the 
mysterious appearance of two ramps 
without Council knowledge or 
approval. The Council planned to 
demolish these ramps as Council 
approval had not been sought. 

NSWHGA has successfully delayed 
the demol ition after difficult 
negotiations between NSW. HGA 
Secretary Ben Leonard and the L.C.C. 
engineer Mr Alex McNiven. 

These ramps are still at risk and 
NSW.HGA needs to contact the pilots 
concerned urgently if we are to save 
them. Council approval must always 
be obtained prior to the construction 
of any ramp anywhere. NSW.HGA is 
always available for assistance with 
Councils or financially . 

STATE & CLUB NEWS 

Sites are continually at risk throughout 
the state and unauthorised 
construction only places all sites at 
risk , particularly when non-HGFA 
member pilots are involved. 

If you have any information regarding 
these ramps, please contact Ben 
Leonard (02) 6218819 AH or Denis 
Clancy (02) 2685247 BH or 857246 AH 
as we wish to save these ramps for all 
suitably rated pilots. 
NSW.HGA Committee 

HGFA Conference 

This is a brief report of the HGFA 
conference from a NSW .HGA 
perspective . The conference went 
very well with all states having a 
co -operative and constructive 
attitude. All issues were addressed 
with a national perspective which lead 
to a successful , positive and optimistic 
conclusion . 

Paul Mollison's five year plan bore fruit 
with most states achieving their 
objectives for 88/89 and new 
objectives were set for the 89/90 year. 

NSW.HGA's report on the financial 
security of HGFA was well received 
and NSW.HGA's recommendations 
were adopted by the conference. A 
separate report and explanation of 
these recommendations will be 
published in Skysailor 
in the future. 

HGFA, NSW.HGA and 
OHGA were very active 
in promoting the 
division of NSW and 
OLD into 4 regions as 
geographical isolation 
has severely 
hampered 
communicat i on 
between i nd ivid ual 
pilots, clubs and the 
state associations 
NSW.HGA and OHGA 
are to set up the 
regions on a trial basis 
in the 89/90 year. If the 
triai is successful the 
regions will be granted 
membership of HGFA 
and each region will 
have the same rights 

and votes at future HGFA 
conferences. This move is principally 
aimed at improving communication, 
however it will address, in part, the 
"gerrymander" where two thirds of the 
pilots in Australia only have one third 
of the HGFA vote. 

NSW HGA will review tandem flying 
procedures including instruction and 
report to HGFA and all states. 

RAPAC Meeting 

Ian hird (Byron Bay HGC) and Denis 
Clancy (VPres NSW.HGA) attended 
the RAPAC meeting held on 8 August 
1989. 

The proposed AFIZ around Ballina 
was discussed. A compromise which 
did not affect Hang Gliding operations 
and was acceptable to General 
Aviation representatives was agreed 
upon. This proposed AFIZ will be 
recommended to CAA on 18 August 
and if the OLD RAPAC agree, will be 
approved. 

The proposed AFIZ around Port 
Macquarie was briefly discussed and 
raised as an agenda item at the next 
RAPAC meeting on 14 November 
1989. 
There were no objections to the initial 
proposal of a 13 Nautical Mile circle, 
excluding a straight line drawn from 
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Kosciusko Alpine 
Paragliding Club 

STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued Remember those frustrating days at 
Thredbo? Nice sunny day, 5-8 knot 
wind , perfect! Just one problem, the 
wind 's from the north. A long walk to 
Cootapatamba, maybe 3 flights with a 
30 minute climb after each and the 
long walk back home. No more!! 

proposal of a 13 Nautical Mile circle, 
excluding a straight line drawn from 
Kew to Perpendicular Point to remove 
Middle Brother from the AFIZ. 

A full detailed and documented 
submission must be presented to the 
CAA in early September to allow all 
RAPAC members to discuss it with 
their member organisations. 

It was quite obvious from both the two 
hang gliding , and other , issues 
discussed (Parachuting , General 
Aviation , Helicopter controls for the 
Bathurst 1000) that CAA's basic intent 
is to allow as many airspace users use 
as mych airspace as possible within 
safety constraints. CAA opposed a 
group requesting exclusive airspace 
and at the meeting released CTA to 
allow ultralight operations. 

Denis Clancy 

Northern Beaches News 

Hi folks 
It was a tough battle, but I wrestled the 
nomination for club secretary from a 
cassette recorder. The battle was 
based on my brilliant argument that 
although tape recorders can tape the 
minutes of the meeting in fine detail , 
they cannot send in articles to 
Skysailor. 

My name is Rolf Muller and I'm taking 
over from Tony Buric who has gone 
south for the winter. 

While the flying hasn't been great over 
winter we haven't been dragging our 
feet either. Early in July, 8 of us 
attended a St John's first aid course. 
We learnt a lot that weekend and had 
a lot of fun bandaging each other up. 
Also arising from this, the club ordered 
a first aid kit which will be housed at 
Longreef. 

Our fuhrer Rowan Watkins, in 
collaboration with Scott Berry of 
Stanwell Park, is planning a balloon 
drop at Canowindra in September to 

promote' a freestyle aerobatic 
competition to be held at Longreef on 
8th to 14th January . Sounds 
complicated but Sydney TV stations 
are showing keen interest in covering 
the drop so keep your eyes peeled. 

After a day of searching the 
countryside, the perfect alternate site 
was found just 20 minutes down the 
road from Thredbo on the Alpine Way 
and as a nice 3 knot northerly was 
blowing , Heinz, Stuart and Bruno 
quickly unpacked the canopies . 
Ahead was a 650 foot ride down to a 
big field beside the main road. Rowan is also looking for assistants to 

help run the Longreef freestyle 
competition. If you 're interested, his 
number is in the club directory at the 
front of this fly-paper. 

Heinz was quickly in the air and soon 
landing in the field! 
Stuart was quickly in the air and soon 
landing an a big tree half way down 
the runway!! That wraps it up for Northern Beaches 

news now so I'll see you in those 
springtime thermals. 

Bruno was quickly deciding that some 
tree clearing was necessary!!! 

Yours in secretarial ness A couple of days work on the site and 
"Clyde Ridge" was ready. The next 
day a 5 knot northeaster saw Heinz, 
Stuart and Bruno soaring for up to 10 
minutes and Leif on his first day after 

Rolf Muller 

DESIGNED AND MADE IN AUSTRALIA 

• SJOSTROM 

FOllOW a .. ,-
AV~ 0 

FOR SOARING PERFORMANCE 
RAPID VARIO, SUPERIOR AUDIO + AVERAGER 
* resolves the most subtle thermals * 
ALTIMETER temp compo - Wide view angle 
SECURE SPEEDBAR CLIP - or side fitting 

$749 18 Month GUARANTEE (2 seasons) 
14 DAY Money-back. B/C, VISA ok 

BEFORE YOU BUY - CALL for FULL DETAILS 
Phillip SJOSTROM 086 662064 BH & AH 

SPECIAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
PO Box 53, MELROSE, SA, 5483 

in NZ, Peter Ryan, ALEXANDRA 029486555 
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the training hill, having a height gain 
of 500 feet. 

More flying at "Clyde Ridge" will show 
we have a great site, especially in the 
summer, when we will be soaring and 
thermalling with the wedge tails . 

Congratulations go to: 
Heinz (our Mentor) on logging up his 
500th flight 
Bruno (Resort Restaurant Manager 
from Nowra) on gaining his novice 
licence 
Sally (Thredbo Conference 
Co-ordinator) and Leif, now known as 
Leaf (Mountain Patisserie Chef) on 
becoming our latest students. 

With Good Morning Australia (GMA) 
broadcasting from Perisher Valley 
recently, the resort asked Heinz to 
come over and fly , if there was any 
suitable site. Not being one to miss a 
media opportunity, Heinz and Barry 
went over to Perisher. Clear, sunny 
day 4-7 knots from the NE, conditions 
were "perrrfeckt". 

Taking off at the top of the Perisher 
Valley Double Chair, flying down 
along the ridge over the Sun Valley 
T -Bar and down to the bottom, 3-4mm 
flight , with good potential to soar ont 
he ridge in a 8-10 knot wind. Fun 
flying!! 

The HGFA has responded to our 
application for the Australian 
Paragliding Championships in 
Thredbo , January/February 1990, 
requesting details on how we plan to 
conduct the Championships. The 
Club Committee has replied with a 
draft plan addressing: 
Safety 
Rating classes (standard/high 
performance canopies , novice , 
advanced) 
Disciplines and scoring 
Prizes 
Entry Fee 
Publicity Administration 

If we are successful , various 
subcommittees will be formed to look 
after different areas of the 
organisation, so your help will really 
be needed. 

The Annual General Meeting of the 
Club is set for the October long 
weekend , the close of the ski season 
at, Bursills Lodge. Thanks again to 
Dean and Gill. 

We are planning to hold a few 
competitions overthe weekend so that 
all Club members can get a taste and 

know what they have to practice on for 
future competitions. 

Giday Victorians 

There were no firey moments during 
the VHGA annual general meeting this 
time, unlike the last elections. The last 
committee did a good job regarding 
the improving of flying sites , 
incorporation of the VHGA in Victoria, 
competitions, government grants, 
accident reports, paraglider and 
powered hang glider inter relations. 
Thanks to the old committee of Mike 
Coburn , Warwick Duncan, Paula 
Eustace, Peter Davies, Wesley Hill, 
Rob Van Der Klooster, John Bremmer, 
John Hanna and Joe Chitty. 

The new committee are: 
President: Mike Coburn Ph 4172130 
H 
Secretary: John Hanna Ph 5985835 
Competition Director: Wesley Hill Ph 
8983251 H 
Safety Director: Rob Van Der Klooster 
Ph (052) 223019 H 
Treasurer: Ros Hughan Ph 8852281 
H 
Paraglider Rep: Joe Chitty 514868 
W&H 
Site Director: Rohan Holtkamp Ph 
(053) 393604 H 
Powered Hang Glider Rep: John 
Bremmer Ph 7444578 
Novice/ Intermediate Rep : Geoff 
Dossetor Ph 8746243 H 
Publicity Officer : Myles Nott Ph 
8822119 H, 6462448 W 

After many attempts and much 
investigative work only one VHGA 
towing reel could be found . All the rest 
of the VHGA towing equipment has 
gone 'missing'. It was decided by the 
committee to auction the tow rope and 
to cut our losses. The VHGA no longer 
owns any towing gear. 

The HGFA annual general meeting 
was held over the first weekend of 
August. The VHGA representatives 
were Mike Coburn and Wesley Hill . At 
the time of my writing Wes and Mike 

have not had a chance to give a report 
so no news in that respect. Hopefully 
folks, there will be more news as 
summer approaches. 

Too-a-roo folks 
Myles 

Site Development 

Just the other night I happened to be 
in a pub in Hawthorn and walked out 
later as the Site Development Officer 
for Western Victoria. 

What I hope to do in the coming year 
with the weight and financial support 
of the VHGA is to coordinate attempts 
to improve existing, and create new 
sites, either tow or hill-launch, in the 
Western half of Victoria. 

Now this doesn 't mean I am going to 
do all the work involved. J need 
people to tell me about sites they think 
may be useful to open up or improve. 

I will do my best to organise working 
bees, etc., and re-imburse any money 
spent on improvements (No receipts, 
No cash!) . 

Even as this letter goes to the Editor, 
negotiations are underway to open up 
a 1100 ft (a .g .!.) N.E. site on Mt 
Alexander, 30 kms south of Bendigo 
(Thanks, Pete) . 

In the near future moves will also be 
made to open up the N.E. site in the 
Mt Cole area, the goal being to have it 
ready for the 1990 Nationals which we 
hope will be here in 
January-February. 

I must thank Colin Johnstone for the 
enormous amount of time and effort 
he put in to opening Smeaton Hill, 
although I cannot stress enough the 
sensitivity of this site as it is still under 
a trial period . If any pilot wishes to fly 
there, he must: 
(a) be of Advanced rating 
(b) sign two waiver forms, and 
(c) ring Colin on (053) 345204 prior to 
travelling to the hill so the owners can 
be notified. Waiver forms can be 
obtained from Colin or myself. My 
contact numbers being W. (053) 
391954 H. (053) 393604. Anyhow 
have a good one. 

Rohan Holtkamp 
Site Development Officer VHGA 
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STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued 

1989 Victorian Closed Hang 
Gliding Championships 

Objectives: 
To provide competition experience for ' 
Victorian pilots of all levels 
To improve the National ' ranking of 
Victorian pilots 
Grade of Competition: The 
competition shall be conducted in 
Open and C grades 
Dates and Locations: The competition 
shall be conducted on 
4,5,6 & 7 November 1989 at Mt 
Emu/Tawonga Gap/Murmungee/Mt 
Buffalo/Gundowring (HO at Bogong 
Hotel , Tawonga) 
25 & 26 November and 2 & 3 
December at Ben 
N evis/ B u a n go r / EI m hurst / La n g i 
Ghiran/Sugerloaf (HO at Red 
Kangaroo R6adhouse) 

If weather during the competition is 
such that by 3 December 1989 fewer 
than 5 rounds have been conducted , 
additional rounds may be scheduled . 
Daily Programme: 10.00 Morning pilot 
briefing (and registration 4/11/89) 
12.00 Pre-flight pilot briefing 
12.30 First pilot ready to launch 
20.00 Notification of landing details to 
scorer (note - penalty points may be 
awarded) 
21.00 Prelimihary results posted 
Erizes.: Pri~es comprising trophies 

and donated products will be awarded 
to 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 1st C grade. 
Entry requirements: The competition 
is open to HGFA members with a 
minimum of Intermediate pilot rating. 
E.ee.: The competition entry fee is $40 
(includes $20 bond) 

QUEENSLAND NEWS 

Cairns Hang Gliding Club 

Hello from sunny Cairns; the rain has 
gone and sun is shining. Our season 
starts from now through to the next 
rainy season, so we are all looking 
forward to some great flying . We have 
a new site for the Club on the back 
range between Atherton and Mareeba 
which will enable us to get some 
serious cross-country flying done 
during the winter season. After all the 
rain this year , we have only just 
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managed to get the road into 
the Gillies fixed up, along with 
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site ready for the thermal 
season. 

For all the southern pilots who 
would like to get some flying 
done up here you may be 
interested in the following 
dates. The Gillies comp this 
year will be held on the 
weekend 16 and 17 
September, This will enable 
pilots to compete in the 
Eungella competition two 
weeks later. Last year the 

Gillies comp had 30 pilots entered and 
over $2000 in prize money. Its a 
social weekend , but the flying gets 
serious. So if you are tired of the cold 
and rainy weather down south then 
come up and pay us a visit; you will 
be most welcome. 

Also of interest is the new height 
restrictions available to us at our Rex 
look-out site, which was 300' A.G.L. , 
has now been lifted to 2000 ft A.G .L. 
along our coastal soaring come 
thermal area. Already this year a few 
pilots have made it to Mosman from 
the Rex, plus the main range behind 
the Rex is becoming more popular 
with the locals who enjoy playing with 
the bubbles that drift up from the 
coastal bushland . But beware the 
landing areas are few and far between 
so give yourself plenty of height. 

I'm writing this from the Chalet at 
Eungella where the country-side and 
view is beautiful but the road up the 
mountain has suffered badly from the 
cyclones and heavy rain. 

The road has a traffic light at the 
moment so there is ten minutes 
up-traffic then reversed for down. A 
lot of the road has suffered with 
landslides taking half the road away in 
many places. If you are travelling up 
this way in the next 4-6 months it 
would pay to check how the road is 
progressing with the Chalet by phone. 
The weather here at the moment is 
sunny, maybe flyable at lunch time· 
better go and set up. 

Safe flying 
Gillie 

Capricorn Sky Riders 

Capricorn Sky Riders , based .in 
Yeppoon, will hold a soaring skills 
competition for all ratings at RITA 
MADA on Saturday 7 October to be 
followed by a club B-B-O at CASTLE 
NEWELL thereafter. 

At stake will be the STEPHENSON 
SHIELD, all three Bullshit Awards, plus 
trophies for worst take-off and worst 
landing . The competition will 
comprise ridge racing, spot the nudist 
on the beach (not to be confused with 
spot landing competition) and 
freestyle (which is how Butch flies 
most of the time anyhow) . 

The rules will be more tightly 
organized to favour the organizer this 
time and the smart ones who won last 
time will be handicapped. 



A nominal entry fee will be charged to 
cover the cost of photocopying and 
bribing the judges , who have 
threatened to be unbiased . 

Our club executive (having talked over 
the issue with their wives) have asked 
the state rep to the HGFA convention 
to support the re-organisation of state 
association . In the case of 
Queensland it is to be hoped that there 
will be three Regional Associations: 
Southern (Brisbane) , Capricornia 
(Yeppoon) , Northern (Cairns) . This 
should be conditional as a 2 year trial 
followed by an evaluation based on 
pre-determined criteria . 

We would be happy to see QHGA split 
up because the administration of such 
a large region from its S.E. corner 
does not work fairly for the outlying 
clubs. An excellent recent example 
was the lette r from QHGA of 
Convention Concerns, which we were 
supposed to consider. We received 
this letter on 27 July; hopelessly too 
late cons idering the convent ion 
started on 2 August. 

We have also asked our state rep to 
support the increased allocation of 

funds to SKYSAILOR as the number 
one funding priority to guarantee 12 
monthly issues. It is seen as the most 
important function of HGFA for 
country pilots by our club. 

Recently visiting pilots have been 
requesting permission to fly "The Bluff" 
in Yeppoon. Please note it is definitely 
closed to all but ADVANCED pilots. 
The local council has asked us to 
police th is strictly on pain of total site 
closure. It is absolutely necessary 
that visiting pilots collect a site 
directory from 21 Bartlem St , 
Yeppoon before flying any of our sites 
as the various landowners are very 
particular. 

Shane Newell 

Neil Mersham - one fine European summer 

NEW MEMBERS 

We extend a very warm welcome to 
those 68 new Short Term Members 
who joined us in July and August this 
year. 

In Victoria: Phil Harrison , Garry 
Shadboil , Peter Martin who were 
signed up by Tony Dennis of 
Wodonga; Peter Marriott , Simon 
Currant, Anton Taylor, Mark Steven, 
Charly Fellay, Steven Lee, Sioban 
Cassidy, Anthony Wensel , Shana da 
Catania, Antonius Campen, Graeme 
Denton, Paul Brown, Merve, Colin & 
Glen Eagle, Brett Elliott and David 
Green, all of whom were enlisted by 
Steven Lee of Falls Creek. 

In South A~tralia : Gregg Barr, Dete 
Sekulla, Jo n and Graham Wilson and 
Tim Bilston, all signed up by Rob 
Woodward of Adelaide . 

In Western Australia: M Pritchard, M 
Pirie, J Bryant, E Magnus, G Spire, 0 
Spire , Mart in Haseltine , Allen 
Vaughan, Hamish Vinnicombe, Robin 
Scrimgeour, Nathan Shepherd , Sue 
Pirie, Justin Didden, Stephen Bowers, 
R J Baker, Gordon Spencer, Paul 
Visser, Peter Law and Glynn Franche, 
all of whom were brought into the 
sport by Mike Duffy of North Perth; 
Sonya Brink, R Guinness and Stephen 
Cook by Danny Byrne of Wembly. 

In Queensland: Carolyn Simms, 
Martin Haemmedle and N A Owens 
were signed up by Warwick Gill of 
Cairns; Bill Kaye, Simon Brown, Sean 
Window and Michael Rigby, signed up 
by Graeme Etherton of Kirwan; and 
Peter Gill and Murray Evans by Shane 
Newell of Yeppoon. 

In New South Wales: Sean Wrigt1t, 
Robert Walker , Stephen & John 
Keenlyside were brought in by Forrest 
Park of Terry Hills; Hans von Dietre 
and Andrew Mencinsky by Tony 
Armstrong of Stanwell Park; and 
Andrew Mitchell and Karan Buddie by 
Heinz Gloor of Jindabyne. 

And a special welcome to the 25 new 
fulltime members who joined up 
during these last two months: 

In Victoria: David Bibo , Chris 
Burrows, Geoff Howard and Keith 
Murphy. 

In South Australia: Lyall Arthur, Clair 
Funnell and Guy Martin. 

In Western Australia: Chris Hayes, 
Richard Kennett, Hew McDonald and 
Gary Wright. 
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In Queensland : Jon Durand, David 
Jeffery, Gregory Jeffery, Peter Leigh 
and Randal Mathews. 

I n New South Wales: Michael 
Bennett, Glenn Fearnley, Kevin 
Fielden, Leif Hansen, Steven Komjati, 
Phillip Sutton, John Trude and 
Michael WI"iams. 

In Canberra: Mike Cleaver of the 
C.AA 

We wish everyone of you many 
years of safe and exhilarating flying in 
this, the most magnificent of a" sports. 
It's going to be a great summer. 

INAUGURAL WORLD 
MASTERS OF 
PARAGLIDING 

by Ian Ladyman 

The Austrians sO)iled with anticipation 
of good results and the English asked 
questions as to why Australia only 
offered three "Ur;lknowns" to challenge 
for the first World Masters of 
Paragliding. Arriving within one week 
of the start of competition for our first 
ever lessons of therma"ing would be 
no consolation for the years of 
experience in hang gliding or 
paragliding which most of the other 
150 competitors would have. 

The Australian hang gliding pilots who 
were also training in Kossen offered us 
extremely helpful advice on thermals 
and competition tactics . Special 
thanks to Phi" , Neil, Russe" , Rick, Carl 
and especially Drew with his vast local 
knowledge. 

First of July, registration day, dawned 
overcast as an indication of weather to 
follow. Our team was unsure of who 
would arrive after hearing rumours of 
Australians resident in Europe wishing 
to compete. Our team consisted of 
Rick Wilson a paragliding instructor 
from Adelaide, Bi" Kernot a stuntman 
experienced in parasailing from 
Melbourne and myself experienced in 
parachuting and paragliding from 
Newcastle. 

The Unterberghorn above Kossen 

The pilots were divided into four 
groups of 38 to fly the four sites of 
Kossen , Walchsee, Westendorf and 
Kramsach with the best 12 men and 3 
women from each group graduating 
to the finals. The rules were similar to 
hang gliding with triangular and 
distance courses being set and points 
were earned for distance and time. 

When therma"ing conditions were 
good the skills of the pilots appeared 
to counteract the differences in 
ca nopy performance. When 
conditions were marginal the large 
extra high performance canopies 
could dominate by rising on light lift 
and gliding fast and flat towards goal. 
The ev idence for scoring was by 
data back camera but to avoid 
congestion at the take 
off and landings the 
start and finish photos 
were taken in the air, of 
a remote point, to the 
launch or landing field . 
Pilots were allowed up 

rest of the time was spent waiting on 
the top of mountains for good 
weather. During one of our trips to 
Kramsach after we were all saturated 
by the rain a lightning bolt slammed 
down 20 metres away causing mild 
electric shocks' and blowing a 50cm 
diameter hole in the ground . 

It took until Monday 10 August for all 
four groups to complete three valid 
flights. The bad weather that followed 
allowed only one valid final flight. The 
course was a 22 km goal flight from 
Unterberghorn , Kossen to St Martin. 
The I ift on the U nterberghorn was poor 
until well after the take off window had 
closed . This created congestion as 
the 60 finalists at times of poor lift 
dropped level or below the take off 
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area. Eventually half the field flew the 
22 km to goal. Carlo Dalla Rosa from 
Italy scored the fastest time to win the 
competition. 

With only one final flight the World 
Masters was not valid but trophies 
were presented for the competition on 
the points earned from the adjusted 
preliminary flight scores added to the 
one final flight score. 

The first ten placings were: (in
dividual males) 
1 Dalla Rosa, Carlo 
2 Bucher, Andre 
3 Kirsch, Christoph 
4 Werli, Michel 
5 Wiesmeier, Ulli 
6 Geg, Peter 
7 Vinicio, Rossi 
8 Bordon, Eric 
9 Mast, Stefan 
10 Weininger, Seff 

Italy 
Austria 
Germany 
France 
Germany 
Germany 
Italy 
France 
Germany 
Germany 

1 he Australian placings were: 
31 Ladyman, Ian 1992 

Wilson, Rick eliminated 
Kernot, Bill eliminated 

4400 
4382 

4362 
4080 
4011 
3917 
3771 

3747 
3618 
3530 

The first three girls individual (calcu
lated separately to male scores) 
1 MacSwinney, Lucy Gr. Britain 4295 
2 Claret Tournier, L. France 4179 
3 Loetscher, Irene Switzerland 3652 

The country scores were: (top four 
pilots scores) 
1 Germany 
2 France 
3 Italy 
4 Switzerland 
5 Austria 
6 Great Britain 
7 Japan 
8 Brazil 
9 Sweden 
10 Australia 
11 Belgium 
12 USA 

15908 
14906 
14298 
13370 
13190 
12171 

11198 
3947 
2596 
1992 
1804 
1576 

r 
( 
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Bill Kernot, Ian Ladyman, Rick Wilson 
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VICTORIA 

Dart Harness, Red , suit 6'2", head 
angle adjustable, large storage areas, 
radio grip, zip pockets for wallet , 
camera , XC bag etc . Excellent 
condition, one season only, $380 Ph 
Don (052) 214276. 

Magic IV Race 166 (Int) Mylar LE, 
blue US, white 4.8 oz dacron main. 
Full race hardware , fairings , VG , 
pitchy, 2 spare uprights, etc. 30 hrs 
airtime, excellent cond o Cost $3990 
will part for $2990 or nearest sane 
offer, Ph Ian O'Neil (03) 2337725. 

Moyes GTR 151 World Beater (I nt) 
Light blue, yellow and white , with 
ultraweavetrailing edge panel & kevlar 
trailing edge strip. Priced to sell at 
$3100, Ph Wesley (03) 8983251 

TRIKE Swift 170 , no flutters , 
strengthened . Sturdy trike, Robin 250 
with belt reduction drive, 16 inch 
balloon tyres, custom trailer, spare 
prop, full set engine spares, $2500 
ana Ph John (03) 5970527 AH 

TRIKE JetwingATU Demon 175 Wing , 
single seat, 40 hrs TfT , 340 Kawaski 
2:1 reduction , $3800 ana Ph Ballarat 
(053) 395331 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

Mars 170 (Nov) Excellent cond ., red 
LE, white sail , orange US, batten 
profile, 2 hangstraps, manual. 
Cocoon harness, faircond ., suit5 '8". 
Bargain $1200 no offers , Ph Tim 
Harris (065) 838458. 

Foil 170B Green & yellow US, pink TE 
band and brand new Fluoro orange 
surfcote LEs. Flys like new. $1900 
ana, arrange for test fly. 
Also vario $350, vario + Thommen 

altimeter $450. Ph Rolf Muller (02) 
735212 AH or (02) 4281131 BH . 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) Mylar fluoro 
orange LE, Black & orange US. Had 
2 good seasons. $2400 ana, Ph Len 
(068) 537220 

Foil 150B Racer Kevlar Racer in 
excellent cond , beautiful colours 
(fluoro pink LE, 50/50 split grey and 
fl uoro pink undersurface , white 
mainsail) . Highly visible! A joy to fly , 
would cost $4000 new, $2750 ana 
Also Fugi ' Joy ' DL 120 35mm 
Compact Camera with data back, 
autowind, autofocus, drop in loading, 
flash & case. New, unused , still in box 
with instructions and guarantee. Ideal 
turnpoint camera , $200 
Also Electrophone headset modified 
for hang gliding use, new, $80 Ph 
Jenny (068) 537220 

Foil 140 Racer (Int) Red surfcote LE, 
mauve & light blue US, white mainsail , 
low hours, V. gd. cond o $3500 ana, Ph 
Marie (066) 281991 , or Jo (02) 938 
2644 

Moyes 162 World Beater (Int) Red 
dacron LE , orange & yellow US , 
excellent cond ., less than one year 
old , will freight. A steal at $3150 ana 
($1,000 under new price!) Ph Greg 
(066) 280356 Byron Bay 

Foil 160B (Int) All white with orange 
front US panel. Only flown 50 hours, 
sail very crisp , stil l. Very sweet 
handling and ideal f i rst high 
performance glider, with brand new 
bag and money back guarantee if not 
completely happy, $1970 ana. 
Also Moyes GTR 162 (Int) Good 
condition , no flutters, with new bag 
and bolts, $1250 ana, will consider 
Gyro or Mars Trade-ins 
Plus Padding so you don 't have to 
take base bar off - reduces chances 
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of missed A-frame bolts - Right 
Marie? ! - Fit any glider $20, Joe Scott 
Ph (065) 650042 weekends. 

Cocoon Harness suit 5' 10", black, 
excellent condition , $120 Ph Carl 
(062) 490284 

Moyes Missile 180 (Int ) Tandem 
Q!ld..e.r., rebuilt by Moyes factory , 
excellent condition , no prangs, $1500 
ana Ph (063) 613333 BH or 613315 
AH 

GTR 162 (Int) Fully flaired , white, dark 
blue LE, plus PA cocoon harness 
$1400 ana 
Paraglider New Wave 250E 8 cell , suit 
45-70kg pilot. Pack and harness 
$1400 ana, excellent cond , low usage, 
Ph Brett (02) 9741158 

GTR 162 (Int) White skate LE , 
blue/white. Will swap for Mars or 
Gyro, $1600, Ph Rob (049) 497329 AH 
or 499072 BH 

WINCH Twin drum, running solid wire 
(1.4mm) , powered by Kawasaki 900, 
fitted with tension gauges . All 
complete on trailer, comes complete 
with motorbike, reflex pulley and 2 km 
of spare wire. Great for those tail wind 
days or for teaching . Will teach to 
operate , cost $3500 to make, sell for 
$2800 ana 
Foil 160B Racer (Int) In excellent 
cond , only 20 hrs .. Silver LE . mid blue 
and pink US with red TE band . $800 
cheaper than new glider. Reluctant 
sale, $3100 Ph Tony (060) 561654 

Foil 150B Racer Kevlar. extra bag, in 
gd cond o very low airtime. dark blue 
LE , mid & light blue US. this glider 
must go 
Also Kelar Sport Pod with chute and 
harness bag, good cond o Ph Greg 
(042) 942910 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

Moyes GTR Race 162 (Int) Black 
dacron LE. Red US. white contender 
cloth . main sail. 20 months old , 
performs well. Going cheap $2.000, 
Pete Bolton. (08) 3444135 AH or (08) 
2606320 BH 

MagiC III 177 (Int) Low airtime. 
standard red/white sail , excellent sink 
rate and handling, good cond o $700 
Ph Sue or Colin (08) 2768593 

White Swannee (How I luv ya l ) GTR 
World Beater (Int) Thoroughbred 
looking for new stable (hang on. she 
goes fast !) $2500 ana delivered to 
your corral pronto; it's a buckin ' 



beauty Honcho, Yer! Ph Julius (08) 
2611902 sunup to sundown 

QUEENSLAND 

GTR 162 (Int) Good cond , pink LE, 
yellow US, $2000 ana 
Moyes cocoon harness, $150 ana 
Parachute never used (recently 
repacked), $275 ana 
Realistic radio 5 watt , 40 channel 
(brand new) , $200 
Car CB still in box, $50 ono 
Sky tech Flightdeck instruments 
(mint cond) , $685 ono Ph Michael (07) 
8231231 AH or 3790631 BH 

GTR 148 (Int) Black, dark blue, light 
blue, white, fully flaired , good cond , 
$1200 
Moyes GTR 151 WB (Int) Dark blue, 
light blue , grey, white , ultraweave 
mainsail. Fully optioned and faired , 8 
months old , immaculate cond , $3200 
Ph Trevor Crane (066) 793404 

Moyes GTR 162 (Int) White , blue LE , 
orange flash , good cond , fully flaired , 
flies well , 70z cloth , $2000 Ph Ron 
(079) 552913 

the 

WINCH 650cc Kawaski powered , on 
trailer, $1000 
GTR 175 (Int) All Race conversion , 2 
yrs old , v.g.c. , suit heavier pilot $2000 
Realistic Handheld CB 6 channel , 5 
watt , extension mike, v.g.c. $100 
Realistic Handheld CB 3 channel , 3 
watt , good cond, $65 Ph Bob (071) 
631779 

Foil 160B (Int) Yellow and gold US, 
Red LE, $1200 Ph Andy (07) 3492321 

AUST CAPITAL TERRITORY 

Magic III 166 (lnt) ex Pendry world 
winner, VB, sandwich, unstretched, 
new side wires + spares, third in 1989 
NZ champs, very clean and extremely 
fast $1400 
Sabre 177 (Int) Good safe cond o VB, 
very fast, spares, won Cooplacurripa 
1988 $500 
UHF Handheld Electrophone TX475, 
ex. cond o + headset (microphone 
and earphone). PTT, car charger, 
240V charger, 3db aerial , std aerial , 2 
cases, 16 months old , battery cared 
for, maximum of 50 charges (450 to 

available now! 

Write for a colour brochure. 
Dealerships available. 

go) $480 
UHF Mobile Phillips FM320 + mag 
aerial base, 5db aerial , yagi and leads, 
fully portable and easily plugged into 
different cars $260. Radios together 
$720. Owner going overseas, Richard 
Parsons Ph (062 ) 886768 AH or 
490452 BH 

WEST AUSTRALIA 

Foil 155 (Int) very few flying hours, in 
good cond o Spare upright, speed bar 
and hand fairings. Pink LE and US on 
white $1500 ana Ph Patrick (09) 
2501467 

Sunbury Airfield, Melbourne, 3429, Australia. 
(03) 439 6083, FAX (03) 431 1869 
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FOIL. 152 "e" 

The design 
_ progression 

that has 
produced 

an 
expanded . 

performance 
envelope 

while maintaining 
the FOIL 

trademark, 
HANDLING 

COMBAT series 

Veterans: 

1 ST 
Canadian Nationals . 
Willi Muller 

1ST 
Alpen Open Austria 
Herby Kuhr 

for the competitive pilot who wants the edge 
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FOIL 152 'C' IS CURRENTLY UNDERGOING GUTESIEGAL CERTIFICATION 
FOIL RACER 140,150, 160 & 170 ARE GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED 


